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About
CcInterim

CcInterim provides interim management and locum-type services from the
C-Suite/Executive, Clinical and Academic Leadership tiers through to the
Middle Management and Specialist Professional level. Interim leaders may
be needed to cover a period of extended leave, where the employer is
recruiting for a permanent position, or when specialist expertise is needed
to undertake a specific short-term project.
Over the last 20 years, Ccentric Group has developed strong relationships
with a range of employers across Australia. We have established a strong
reputation for representing the most qualified interim management leaders.
By partnering with Ccentric’s interim division CcInterim, you will benefit from
our network spanning the healthcare, academic, digital health, not-for-profit
and human services sectors.
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Executive
Summary

This report was commissioned by Ccentric, to gain insight into the demands and drivers
in the market for interim executives in the Australian health care sector. One of the
purposes of this survey was to obtain changes and identify trends since the 2019 interim
survey Ccentric presented, as well as to establish if there had been a large shift in the
market as a result of the COVID-19 outbreak.
The results presented have been collated from 125 survey participants, 64% of whom
work within the healthcare sector; with the remaining respondents coming from
academia, life sciences, digital health, not-for-profit or that work across a number of
these sectors. Respondents work in CEO or other C-Suite type positions; Clinical
leadership including allied health, medical and nursing; professional services, or
academic specific roles.
Overall, the results show an increase in people looking at interim positions and there is
an increasingly positive perception of the interim market.
CcInterim (a division of Ccentric International) supports its clients by providing senior
interim personnel when transition creates the need for additional or specific capability
for projects and new program implementations, or when an open vacancy requires cover
until a long-term solution is identified.
CcInterim has seen an increase in demand for flexible talent solutions across the
healthcare sector. This service has the benefit of giving access to highly experienced
talent in a short timeframe. Candidates are increasingly viewing interim opportunities as
good options for building their career profile, with many wanting the benefits that come
from a flexible work experience.

www.ccentricgroup.com
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Demographics
The respondents of the
survey are broken
down demographically
as follows;

Gender

Age

Location

The majority of respondents sit within the 56
to 65 age group (54%); whilst the remaining
respondents were 18% over 66 years old,
24% between the ages of 46 and 55 and 3%
between the ages of 36 and 45.

Almost all respondents live in Australia or
New Zealand, with one respondent being
from the United Kingdom and one
respondent splitting their time between
Australia and another nation.

58% of respondents were male, 40% of
respondents were female; and 2% of
respondents either declined to answer or
identify as gender variant or nonconforming.

www.ccentricgroup.com
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Industry
Insights
What industry do respondents work in

Of those surveyed, 64% classify
themselves as working within healthcare.
The remaining come from the following:
3% Life Sciences (Medical Devices,
Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology)
3% work only in academia
16% within the not-for-profit sector
2% work within digital healthcare
13% work in a non-health related sector
16% work across multiple sectors

Within the group of respondents, 64% currently hold a Chief Executive Officer
position, or C-Suite role. 11% of respondents are in a nursing leadership position,
12% hold a medical leadership position, 2% are in a finance position, 7% in an
academic role, 1% in a digital health specific position; and 8% classified their role as
not fitting within these categories. Of these respondents, 16% hold multiple
positions.

www.ccentricgroup.com
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Current
Interim
Market

The use of interim executives in the healthcare sector appears to
be similar to other industries. Business leaders see the value in
having additional resources during periods of change, though due
to the short-term nature of their work, indications are that interim
resources are seldom given a role in managing the business
strategically.
In the last 2 years, the COVID-19 crisis has been one of the factors
contributing to the increase in interim jobs in the market.
Organisations have not necessarily been able to replace
employees that have left because they have had other priorities.
Another issue effecting permanent recruitment / hiring, has been
the increased numbers across the clinical workforce of retiring
employees.
57% of senior executives surveyed as part of the Ccentric State of
the Market survey have seen their interim needs increase since
the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak. The largest increases were
seen in medical, nursing and allied health clinicians.

www.ccentricgroup.com
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From the respondents of the 2022 survey, 60 had worked in an interim
position before, or around 48%. In the 2019 Ccentric Interim survey this was
closer to 60% however it was 46% in the 2016 survey.
CcInterim has seen an increase in interim assignments since the beginning
of the pandemic. As a result we have seen a year-on-year increase since
2020. There was a 58% increase in interim roles compared to 2019, whilst
in 2021 and 22 there was a 95% and 111% increase since pre-COVID-19.

Reason for last assignment
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Almost half of survey respondents
(48%) choose to take interim
positions for their lifestyle or work
- life balance; whilst others
choose to take on interim
positions for development
opportunities (3%), diversity of
roles (12%), earning potential
(5%), exposure to new businesses
/ industries (10%) with the
opportunity to gain leadership
experience (8%) as one of the
other main factors.
Other reasons people choose to
take on interim roles include:
Maintaining clinical currency
Deliberately winding down
their career
If there are no permanent
positions available
Income between permanent
appointments
Changes to the industry they
work within
Location

Average length of assignments
1-4 Weeks
8.8%
1-2 Months
10.5%

7-12 Months
28.1%

3-4 Months
33.3%

5-6 Months
19.3%

Preferred length of interim assignment
12 Months +
8.4%

1-4 Weeks
10.9%

7-12 Months
14.3%
1-2 Months
20.2%

5-6 Months
21%
3-4 Months
25.2%

Have you worked away from
home for assignments?
No
34%

Yes
66%

www.ccentricgroup.com
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Commitment to
interim roles

Comparison of candidates
commitment to interim work since
2016
2022

2019

2016

Looking for either
permanent or interim
work

15%

35%

23%

My preference, but will
consider a permanent
job

20%

29%

26%

Really only
considering interim
until a permanent job
comes up

17%

7%

22%

Very committed, it's
my career choice

48%

29%

29%

www.ccentricgroup.com
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PERCEPTION OF THE INTERIM MARKET

There was a significant change between 2016 to 2019 with
a clear majority of people looking for either permanent or
interim work rather than only considering interim roles until
a permanent role comes up.
In 2021, we saw another big shift, with more people for the
first time only considering interim work until a permanent
role became available. This could be attributed to the large
amount of business uncertainty due to the ongoing impacts
of COVID-19.

Looking for perm or interim work
Only looking at Interim until Perm role
2022

2019

2016
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Only 8% of respondents who have
completed interim contracts before have
changed their perception of whether
interim roles are the right option for
them; in 2016 this was 52% and in 2019
this was 65%.
www.ccentricgroup.com
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Sourcing of
Interim
Assignments
In terms of how people obtain interim assignments, almost 70% of people choose to go
through a recruitment agency and 25% of people go direct to the employer. When
negotiating a contract, the statistics are fairly even, 60% of people choose to do so
personally, whilst only 38% have a preference to go through a third party. In terms of
remuneration payments, people also had a clear choice of wanting either a daily or
weekly rate.

www.ccentricgroup.com
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Preference for sourcing assignments:
67% Through a specific interim recruitment provider
25% Through the employer / organisation directly
3% Through friends and family
5% Through job boards

Preference for how to negotiate a
contract:
74% personally
24% through a third party
2% no preference

www.ccentricgroup.com
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In addition to basic remuneration,
what extras do you look for in an
interim package
Sick Leave

Accommodation

Annual Leave

Access to car / transport

Flights home

Other

www.ccentricgroup.com
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Key Motivators
In response to the key drivers to undertake interim
work, the desire to achieve good work life balance
came out on top along with the opportunity to gain
exposure to diversity of environments and
knowledge sets.

What do you consider to be the single greatest attribute
that you could offer an organisation as an interim? (in
descending order):
Experience - depth/breadth; multi-business and multi-sector
Integrity / Professionalism
Proven track record of success
Expertise / specialist skills
Focus / drive / results-oriented
Independent - apolitical; dispassionate advice
Speed - rapid grasp of issues and consequent impact
Value - efficient; flexible and predictable cost
Increased profit / performance
Delivering Change

www.ccentricgroup.com
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Changing
Client Needs
As part of the Ccentric Group State of the Market survey, we spoke to senior
executives responsible for hiring staff to their organisation about how interim
needs may have changed over the last two years as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic.
56% of clients stated that interim needs had increased, 38% had stayed the
same, whilst only 6% had decreased. With 66% of clients stating that nursing
has seen the biggest increase in interim needs, with medical clinicians being
the next biggest increase at 48% and allied health professionals with an
increase of 43%. The only group of employees where interim needs stayed the
same, or very similar were senior executives and academic employees.

www.ccentricgroup.com
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Future of the
Interim Market

77% of respondents who have completed an interim contract before, are
optimistic that there will be consistent future interim / locum
opportunities for them in coming years. In the 2019 Ccentric Interim
Survey, similarly 76% of respondents agreed that they are optimistic
about the future of the interim market; however, this is an increase since
the 2016 survey when 67% of respondents had this optimism.
Even amongst responses from people who have never completed an
interim or contract role before, 62% of respondents have confidence
that they will be able to obtain interim work in the future.

Low Confidence
13%

Reasonable Confidence
42%

No Confidence
1%

High Confidence
17%

Good Confidence
27%

www.ccentricgroup.com
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Get in contact for more information
about our Interim Services
Contact the team
ccinterim@ccentricgroup.com

Telephone
+61 2 8422 5300

Website
www.ccentricgroup.com
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